The pH dependence of the contractile response of fatigued skeletal muscle.
Following a period of intense repetitive stimulation (e.g., brief tetanic stimuli every second for 3 min), muscle isometric tension development is reduced by about 80%. This suppression is reversible at a high external pH (8.0) with a half time of 15-20 min, but if the external pH is low (6.4) or the buffer concentration is low, recovery is prevented. Inhibition of recovery is associated with a slowed rate of lactate loss, which may suggest that intracellular lactacidosis is the cause of the inhibition. Alternatively, a low external pH may affect recovery from fatigue quite independently of its effect on lactate efflux. The possibility that surface membrane properties are changed by fatigue in a pH-dependent fashion was examined by measuring the cable properties and action potentials of fatigued fibres at different external pH values. A low external pH during recovery from fatigue was shown to result in a prolonged membrane depolarization of 10-12 mV, an increased transmembrane resistance, and a prolonged action potential. At a high external pH transmembrane resistance is lowered by fatigue, the depolarization lasts only about 10-15 min, and there is a smaller effect on the action potential. While the fatigued fibre membrane does show a changed response that is dependent on external pH, it is not clear that this could be related to the suppression of contraction. Direct measurements of intracellular pH show a fall of about 0.4 to 0.5 pH units in the surface fibres following fatigue. This results from the lactic acid generated during activity. It is now clear that lactate crosses the membrane in association with protons and at least part of this flux is mediated by a specific carrier mechanism. Efflux is limited by the transmembrane pH gradient, which in turn depends on the extracellular buffer concentration in the diffusion limited space around the fibres. Intracellular lactacidosis in resting muscles can be generated by a reversal of the normal flux. Fibres can be loaded with lactate (L) by increasing the extracellular [H+][L-] product with a resultant fall in intracellular pH. Lactate loads similar to those seen in fatigued muscle simulate some but not all of the responses seen in the postfatigue state. The twitch is prolonged with a slow relaxation phase, an increased time to peak tension but with an increase in peak tension. The effects are reversible but usually result in a reduced contractile response following the washout.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)